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ABSTRACT
I A relationship between the atmosph_rie general circulation and
_eophysical hydrodynamic experiments was sought by attempting to
find a relationship between wave number and temp_.rature gradient
at mid-latitudes at 500 mb. To this end data were gathered from
I four winter seasons and analyzed. The statistical analysis failed
to provide convincing support for the hypotheses of a direct
' relationship between wave number and temperature gradient, althougl
_! an Indication that the transient waves may be so related was noted
D Future studies should start by examining this possible relation-
i
,_ ship and should also concentrate on more detailed analyses of
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_t I. INTRODUCTION
' '1
! Geophysical fluid dynamics experiments, often known as
! dishpan experiments, have contributed significantly to our Under-
'.i, standing of the basic ohYsiCs of the atmospheric general circula-J
L
0 tton. The analogous relationship between the dishpan experiments
. and the atmosphere have been noted by FultZ. Riehl and others
_" The present study is an investigation into the question
_", whether the basic wave structure observed in the atmosphere is
_._ i directly influenced by the meridional temperature gradient a._ it
"_,_ is in the dishpan experiments.
_:_i:i To perform this Study, data at 500mb was examined. This
_.i f data consisted of temperatures at 30N and 60N and of pressure
i!i! lleLghts at _SN for four winter seasons. The data ,,,as taken
'i from the NWP map series and was processed for use on the UNIVAC
1108.
Several stat_stical analyses were performed on the data.
!,_ Since our primary interest was in the wave-number relationship
|;! to the temperature gradient, the pressure height data was con= :,
• i T
: verted to counts of zero crossings after the daily mean height
:!::iO
_, was removed and again after the seasonal mean was removed._ Also
• , :i::i.j , _:_i_ the number of extrema were recorded for. each day in. the data ,_'
_i series. Histograms were prepared for all variables and the ten- ;i
ii!_ tral moments found. The central moments were again computed for
ii_ $ the wave-number variables for each set of data associated With a
given range of observed temperature gradient. Finally, a corre-
iation matrix was computed. These analyses were performed for
_ several time between the wave-nUmber variables and the
lags
, ._ tomperature gradient and all results have been coilect_d in| Appendix A.@
D lag evldeneo that tilebasic long wave strttcture was related to
.......... ...... . ......
IQ7_nq -)7,_ -7 TE_ A t'_P_
the temperature _radtent. However, there is an Indication that
the transient waves may be related to this gradient. FUrther, it
is suggested that isolated phenomena such as vacillation, Appen-
dix B, could provlde a useful and profitable extension of this
work.
i i ii iii i i i !
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II. DATA
In this study an attempt was made to draw parallels
between hemispheric fiow in-the atmosphere and flow fields
observed in geophysical fluid dynamics experiements. To
O perform this study, hemispheric weather charts were o_tained
for the northern hemisphere winter months (Dec., Jan., Feb.,
Mar.) from the National Climatic Center. These hemispheric
charts were obtained for the years 1968 through 1975 and for
O December 1958 and January 1959. Also available were hemispheric
charts for September through December 1966 and January through
June 1967. The data were available for all levels from 850 mb
to 10 mb for the 1968-1975 data. The 1958-1959 data were aVail-
0 able from 850 mb to i00 mb and the September i966-June 1967 data
were available at 700, 500 and 300 mb. The hemispheric data
for this project were received in "_he form of microfilm. These
data were converted to hard Copy rolls by theNASA/MSFC Compu-
tation Laboratory.
It was decided that for this project only 500 mb
:_ fields would be analyzed. Seven tasks were then defined to
:=_! reduce this data to a form suitable for analysis.
i_!,_i Task I_ From many rolls each containing
:_, about i0 meteorological map series for a
,_,:)
_-_ given month, the appropriate map series'
_! (500 mb) were "found, Cut from the rolls
_ and organized into books.
_' Ta_k _ Each map was color coded to simplify
!ii _he reading of the data and to help assure
,_t, accuracy and consistency in reading the data.
:!
_i Task 3 Data from each map was read and tabulated:_ .' .
,=_ Task 4. The tabulated data was Checked by reading
i! _y Selected maps from each time period
!_i and comparin_ the results. Errors could be
:_ examined to determine their nature and to
, determlne whether similar errors may be pre-
:i vaient throughout the entire set.
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TaSk 5_ Each data set was completed by filling
missing data.
Task 6. The data was put on co_puter card_ and the _
data was to be checked with systematic computer
examination of the data.
Task 7. Data was transferred to tape for analysis ....
Tasks 1, 2, and 3 were the most time consumming. Task 4, _'
beSideS giving quality assurance, was used also in the train-
ing of Engineering Aides to perform the first three tasks.
The 500 mb data was taken from the 590 mb NWP-Unit map series.
When this chart was missing or regions of a map unreadable _
then the 500 mb NWS-maps were u_ed to fill the data, when they
were available. Task 5, the systematic computer examination
of the data for Task 6, and Task 7 were perfoj_¢_d_hycomputer
programs developed for these tasks. _
Three techniques were developed for checking data 4
accuracy. The first technique was that of Task 4. This check
consisted of the comparison of independently analyzed maps.
This technique was useful as a teaching aid for training
Engineering Aides to read charts consistently but Was con-
sidered to be too time consumming and was discontinued when _
t
obvious systematic errors were eliminated. The second tech- _ _i
nique was somewhat similar to the first in that visual in- _
Spection of the data was required. Tile second technique was
to use the computer to plot all daily values of the parameter
recorded and then to visually inspect these graphs to find
anomalous values. This technique made it possible to easily
spot key punch errors and large errors at a point but it was
stlll difficult to identify some reading errors, sucil as mi_-
reading a pressure height contour over a significant iongi- I
tttdnal extent. !
Consequently, a computer program named GFD/CHK was i
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.! 1. Values excee&tng expected limits of the data
i 2. Interpolation errors leading to two consecutiveextrema
3. Interpolation errors transposing regions of
; high pressure (temperature) into regions of
,! low pressure (temperature)
0 4. Interpolation errors yielding significant
iii changes in height (temperature) over several
, consecutive data points
iI
i:_ This program was debugged and test cases run. Unfortunately
m',
:! time limits prevented the complete evaluation of the program2t
_ii IL AS a result much of the data remains unchecked for these types
_; of errors. Thus, all errors have been assumed to be random
i?!_I errors and it has been assumed that they will not Significantly
_.,: effect the analysis performed.
A second program was developed to replace GFD/CHK.
This program was named GFD/TAPE. The purpose of this program
i;i_l was to simply fill missing data by linear Interpolation, in
:"'_::,:O either time or space as required, and to place the card image
:_ data on a tape file.
q
'_,:,1 Next a program GFD/SMOOTH was developed. This program
,._! took the data for each winter season, and performed various
O running averages of the data. Three day, five day. seven
....._ day, eleven day and twenty-one day running averages were com-
/! puted. A program GFD/SORT was developed to sort the data
;_ records for preliminary analysis.
When the data processing was completed only the data
::'I for four winter seasons were available for analysis. These
t
i data were for the winters of 1970-1971, 1971-1972, 1972-1973
and 1973-1974. The data consists o_ pressure heights at 500j#
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It has been observed in geophysical fluid dynamics
experiments that the _teady wave regime yields wave numbers
_. which depend upon the temperature gradient across the annulus.
Thus, a simple hypothesis was proposed:
The wave number structure in the atmosphere
at midlatitudes is directly dependent upon the
_ temperature gradient across the midlatitude.
The atmospheric wave number was counted from the wave structure
of the pressure heights .at 45N. The temperature gradient wa::
., measured between 30N and 6ON.
_6
T,_-_ mean temperature gradient G
2_ ¢2
•- G=I _T
-_ a d_ dk
i
o i
C_ was simplified to
N
C) i-1
where N is the total number of data points.
{_ Here
A@T = T(¢2,AI) - T(¢I,AI)
t "_
A seco_d parameter was also considered for analysis.
This was a sbeaJ0 parameter S.
3-i ' ......
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]' } a 2• S - _ cosO d_ dX
,i




A_F = F(¢2,A) - F(_I,A)
, and_
i A¢ = _2 - ¢i
._ Then 2_
' a sin_2 - sln_l f A_F d_]
_2 - _1 O
,,Ii
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@Finally, this last integral is removed by
N
(*2 - 'i) i=I
!', _ NoW, the area A is given by
_,_ A = 2_a2 (02 - 01) cosO0
where 00 = (0 2 + _1)/2; and, the Wind velocity is
approximated by its geostrophic value
0 F= - & InT
" 0 ¢
With these values substituted
N
g(sin¢ 2 - Sin_,,1,) _=_'i(A¢





: (&x) i =
/IT A,Since in T is evalu&ted at equal longitudinal intervalS. ,I,IThese two parameters, G and S, were evaluated using t
i Il_::, data for December 1970. The results are shown in Table III-1 iJ
i and^ III-2. In these tables n is the observed wave number and
i n is the 5-day running mean wave number. The apparent cor-





Table III-1. Relationship Between wave Number and Temperature
Gradient for December 1970 (See Text).
I ZI TI S c/S
1 5 16.92 1.91xlO -3 8.859(3)
2 6 17.28 1.95 8.862
3 6 5 19.42 2.19 8.868
5 6 $ 20.33 2 30 8.839
6 5 4 21.14 2.39 8.845
7 5 5 19.92 2 25 8.853
m
8 7 5 17.75 2.00 8.825
9 7 5 19.06 2.16 8.824
I0 7 5 19.03 2.16 8.810
11 7 4 18.86 2.14 8.813
12 7 5 19.28 2.19 8.803
13 7 4 18.61 2.11 8.820
14 6 5 19.64 2.23 8.807
15 6 6 20.19 2.29 8.8i7
16 7 ] 4 19.74 2.24 8.812
17 7J 5 19.31 2.19 8.817
18 6 4 19.28 2.19 8.804
19 6 4 19.53 2.21 8.837
20 6 4 19.78 2.25 8.791
21 5 4 19.14 2.18 8. 780
22 6 4 20.42 / 2.33) 8.76423 5 5 20.75 2 36 8.792
24 6 5 19.25 2.19 8.790
25 5 4 19.61 2.23 8.79_
26 5 4 20.83 2.37 8.789
27 5 5 20.00 2.28 8.772
28 5 5 20.03 2.29 8.747
29 6 5. 20.31 2.33 _ 8.75.1
30 6 22.25 2.54) 8.7601 6 57 78
3-4
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:'i Table. Statistics of Relationship Between Wave
_i Number and Temperature Gradient G.
G
,r
_; Cor re 1 a t Ion
.I
i Variable Mean ---S_d dev. with G
• n 6 O, 77 -0,229
• !
:' n 4.63 O, 56 +0,012





T(% 2)in T = in
T(_ I)
but
T(_ 2) = T(_ I) - A_T;
thus,
A In T = In ~ in (1 - A T ) ~ _t_2 ))
_T(% 2 )
Consequently, if T(¢ 2) does not vary significantly around the
latltude @2' then the two parameters, G and S, would differ
only by a eonstant factor. For Table IIi-l, this constant
would be (8.8106 + 0.0348) x 103 corresponding to a mean
temperature _ (_2) = 248K.
Table III-2 further summariZes the relationship be-
tween the wave number and the temperature gradient found from
the data of Table III-1. There is a significant difference
in the wave number between the observed daily value and the
5-day running mean. Supposedly, the 5-day running mean r_e-
moves transient perturbations leaving only the stab!e wave
structure. The mean difference in wave number between the
two is 1.41 and this difference correlated with the temper-
ature gradient G with a correlation coefficient of -.514.
However, the range of G for this wave _umber difference is
small, both extrema in the data set not being included in
the one for the 5-day running average, yielding a standard
deviation of only 0.74. This correlation should be per-
formed over a larger sample to determine whether or not this
correlation has any Significance. The "vacillation" between
waves number 4 and 5 observed in the 5-day running mean ap-
parently has little relationship to the temperature gradient.
" " in
Also the vacillation the daily wave number appears to
.................................................. ......................................... _ ................................. _lV__. .......................................
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have less relationship to the temperature gradient th_n does the
difference between the steady wave number and the transient wave
$ number.
3.2 INITIAL STATISTICAL ANALYSIS
Following this simple analysis a computer program was
$ developed to perform the preliminary statistical analysis on the
entire data set. This program included the following operations:
• Remove daily mean from data
• Remove semipermanent features .from the data
¢
• Count the number of zeros for each day. ZI
• Count the number of extrema for each day. Pi
• Compute the ratio Rj = Zj/Pj
O 2
• Compute ttle variances o_ o_• I R
The results of this analysis were to be retained on a data
fiie for future use.
C The computer analysis was performed on both the
pressure and the temperature gradient data and for the daily
values as well as the running means. Defining a variaole
to be either pressure height or temperature gradient, the
C
mean of ¢ was c_lculated .for each day
N
@ i_'l
where the J-Index indicated that the variable is still a
function of the day number. The original field was redoced
_ tu obtain5
_'lJ= +iJ " _j
The _-field w&s then analyzed to determine the number of _t*ro
crossings Zj(q,_ and tile number o|" extrema P|(_').
i ii I i [ ii ' ' ''| J | i 'm'i *.,. _lli!!_ , I -
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i_! l O' POOR QUALH, y
I II[ ' " III _ ' _ II I _i I zc_ p(_ nt_ zc_ p(_ am
_i_ " I '- /'10 .... I lit ' i - : -I
_ : I " 1970 -- 71 ' " ?.1 ' IU ' O,S ' 0_8 ' I_,§ ().97 'I tt lm - n ?.e lU / o.m _o 1:_, o.Nti - _ 7.9 1_.8 o,e= 0.2 1L4 I 0.?o
i tin- ?4 8.0 12.0 I o.li? &e. l&? . o.ee| 1070.-- 71 its 1:1.11 L O.d9 ?.7 1_4 0.1i9
I 1e_2- 1'3 00 13.0 r 0.46 8.0 1:L8 0.80| 107_ -- T_ 6,:1 q:L1 I 0.40 ?.8 14.2 OH
I , IOT,1-74 _ , . 13L0 I 0.90 ?.!) ,,14.0, 0.g
I ", ;-_..... .....
I ....... U ' 1_., _ U_, " T.7 ' ._" ' 0.a '
I 7.o 10.4 0.80 8.0 11.3 072| 0.§ 104 _ 0,,04 ; 0.0 11.4 0.72
: | S.9 10.0 0.61 ?.4 t 13 0.08
JL : ] ae _;_ 0.46 7.o lU o.ml
i 4.0 50.9 0.46 ' 7.1 ! 13.8 0.6'7
| 6.4 11.3 [ 0.40 9.? ! 13.2 O.9."i
i ............. ' ,.. . 11.1 . . O.4HS • .0.8 ; 12,8 : 0.114J
i' I . ,-s i • , ........ _ , :I e.i 6.-7 0._ _.4 , 11.4 0.67
| 0.8 U 0.1tO 7.7 10.9 0.72 ii , 6.2 L9 (L64 ?.4 , 10.4 0.73 I'
I _L_ 0.9 0.91 7.o 1i.s o.e4 1
i | 6.Z 11.6 0,48 L4 I_ @.I; i r
: | I 4.9 10.3 0.47 0.8 12.3 6.68 :
l , 6.9 t_.9 0.4? e.s la9 o.ss ,!
| 4.0 , 10.6 , 6.4? 6.3 12.8 0.60 [
L_I.I I' ,.? ...... i:'............
_ I ........... U .... L1 ' 9.9o : 7.1 : 11.0 0.03
: ; | 6.7 L4 ! 0,73 ?,4 10.7 i' 9.70
[ _ L_ o01 0.s 1_.9 _ 6.ira
-:! I 6.1 i5.o 9_1 0.t lS.1 o.mI 4,, 10.0 0.I,,8 aS 1'L9 0._
I ,4.0 'Joe 0.46 0.s '1-,1 o.m
| 4.3 0.9 0,46 (1,1, 1:1,1 9.4")'
I _ ' ,'11 .......
I i ..... u " L_ ' _.u ' _.9 ' 11._ ' o.m 'I (_4 8,7 0.74 7.1 lO_lJ 0.79
i e.0 e.s o.s? I ?.o _0.0 9.rzI _ ¢I o0 0.tm e.0 10.6 o._
l 4.8 lO.0 9.46 ! 0.6 _.4 b.so
m 4.6 8.4 o..2 i 0.9 lZ4 0._
/ _a i.9 0.49 : ,,o I_1 o.q
[ ,, , ,,.s , 0? , ,, 9.49 i ¢_ , lU ,, e.46 ,
i - ,- I_ ...... _- ................ _ _ .
l u 8.9 [ o.eo : 8.3 11.t o.se
/ 8.2 it9 i 9.74 I ?.2 10.0 0.'/1
/ U 8,0 099 _ 9.9 0.0 0.71
I ,.9 u , it_ u lU 9.u
/ 4,8 10.8 6.48 6,8 1Z7 a46i 4*s 6.o o.84 8.4 lS.e 9Jis
l I 4*P Its 6.4? 8.4 11.? 0.46
/ . 4.1 6.9 6.t_ 8.0 _4.o 0._
a I • _ IHI I IIII |Table III-3. Summary of co_puter analysis of pressure height
/ p and temperature _radient AT data for four winter
I SeasOns an_ for different r-day'running averages , ,
/ Of the data. Z is the _u_ber of zero crossings,








zc_) _l_I niV+ zqrm Pi_ n I_
m_
a'-,|I
_ L0 '+.:S 0.m IL_ 1'0.'+ 0.07
e.o 0.4 o,+at 7.S oO,e IL_
!_0 e,s ILTo 7,0 ILe o.724.0 7,g o.e_ 7.1 liLo O,T3..
4,S 103 O.4O ILO _&4 o.PJ
all e.e 0.6_ ¢3 _s.0 _e
4._! ILl 0,0411 6.4 t4,1 0.41_
4,21 0.2 0.6111 6.0 14.2 0,43
f_ aY
o_ ,,ILo 7.o . ILl ,._ o.N
s.7 8.e 0.07 7.t i0,7 0,e0IL6 )+.e ,76 e.e i.e ,71
4,6 I1,1 041511 ?,3 9,0 IL'P1
4.4 10,_P 0.411 6.11 14.a' 0.4|
4.:1 44 o.U 0.4 04.+ o.47
4.3 0.2 0.40 11,6 14,1 0.40
4,6 7.0 0.03 6.3 i41,7 0.43
r-36
4.o 7.i o._ 0.0 ,i.: ILs,
03 8.o ILe3 7.3 +t.s ILe7
-- 6.6 7.0 0.711 7.0 9.7 0.74
4,6 7,_1 0,00 7,0 ILO 0,)46
4.3 0.0 0.47 6.31 s4,e o.30
4,_ 0.4 O.6O _,7 16.e o,ol
4.S &:t 0.64 IL'P _ILs O.U
4.0 7.5P 0,09 6,7 IO.il 0,4_
ru49
4'.s IL_ o.,' IL, ,0110, o.m_o.o o.o o.u IL4 lO.0 o.,IIL7 7.0 m_. IL7 lo,0 _m4.o 7.1 o.,, ILo lu 0.7o
4.+ Io.o o.,0 7.o t,IL;, o,404.1 IL, o.m "+..+ ILL,, o.404., ;,.+ o.oo ,._ _IL7 _t,s
,.+ 7.o +.a+ "_.: ,.o o.,+
1-631
4.o IL+ 0.0'+ _,+ 1,.+ +.m
me ms o.N e.,_ 1:e.4 o.71
IL| e.o ILTO 7.e l_e.s 0.04
4,0 IL3 o,ea _.1 _1.0 o,el
s,e e,e _43 ILo 1_.e o,01
4,0 11.4 0,_ ILO 17.S 0._
4.S 7._ ILlle e.3 1ILl o.4e
4L1 IL7 o.e7 I1.8 _e IL6e
MI $_1o
Table III-3 (continued). Summary of computer analy_t_
of pressure height p and temperature _radl-
ent AT data for four winter seasons and for
different r-day running averages of the data.
' Z is the number of zero eorssings, P the








was computed as were the standard deviations for all quantities
4
a Z, cJp, 0 R
Next, the mean field was computed by averaging _iJ over all





Then the _-field was reduced to obtain
_lj = ¢lj - [*i]
The resulting _-field was analyzed to obtain Z(_), P(_), and
R(_) aS Well aS the Standard deviations of each quantity.
Each variable was available for four winter seasons
encompassing December through March. Table IiI-3 summarizes
the mean values of Z, P and R for these four years. It ap-
pears that one could interpret Z(_) as giving the basic long
wave structure and P(_) - Z(_) as giving an indication of
the mean number of transient waves observed. From this point
_i of View the quantity Z(q) - Z(_) Should give an indication
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3.3 FINAL STATISTICAL ANALYSIS
The data, having been-processed into five fieldse
(AT, Z(_), P(_), Z(q), P(q) ), was nex_ analyzed to determine
i.t the Statistical structure of the data. This analysis consisted
of t_e following:
!i" 1) A histogram of the entirc _a_. sample was.. prepared.
_i! 2) The central moments were computed for each
data sample analyzed.
_ 3) The wave number data was divided _s a function
_ _) of the temperature difference interval and the
central moments were computed for each interval.
This analysis wa_ performed for each wave-
number variable _Z(_), P(_), Z(_) and P(_))
! and for each data sample analyzed./ 0 4) A correlation m trix was prepar for the
five variables for each data sample.
: Several data samples were analyzed as time lags of the wave-
'_: number variables with respect to the temperature gradients were
!i _0 considered. TheSe time lags, in days, included:
_ At = O, ±1, ±2, _4, ±8, ±16, _32 [days].
_,i The histogram shown in Table 111-4, and reproduced
in Appendix A, is divided into class intervals which are numbered0
sequentially from 1 through 20. These intervals represent for
temperature difference:
11.5 + k & AT < 12.$ + k ink]
C Where k iS the class interval; the wave-number variables are
given by:
k - 1 & Z/s, P/2 < k,
_ the division by two reduces these variable from zero-crossings
and extrema counts to wave-number. From the Table III-4 it is
found that AT < 23.5°K and that tl_e wave-number data is always
less than wave-number 12.
k)
The central moments for the entire data set. are
I _ 0 0 0 0
2 3 0 0 0 0
3 31J _6 0 It 0
+ q5 16i 0 ?9 0
S 95 181 13 ISP. 0
6 113 8? 9S 163 --_9
7 ItS 8 I?3 ?1 165
8 S2 i 13_ 6 153
' 9 15 0 83 a 95
IO + 0 + 0 el
Ii 0 0 I 0 0
12 0 0 0 0 I .
13 0 0 0 0 0
i_ 0 0 0 0 0
IS 0 0 0 0 0
16 0 0 0 0 0
I? 0 0 0 0 0
tO 0 0 0 0 0 " +
Ig 0 0 0 0 0
20 0 0 0 0 0
Table III+4 Histogram of geophysical variables. Column 1 is the
temperature gradient between SON and 60N which the class intervals
k are given as 11.5 + k _ AT < 12.5 + k. Columns 2 through 5 are
Z (_), P (_), Z (_), P (_),respectively; all have been divided by
two to represent them as wave-number and the class intervals are
k-,1 _< z+12,P12 < k.
CmNTRAi.mOl4_TS
AVEFIAO£ STO. OEV. SI<EmlESS IO,JR'I'OSi S
1.8ga_ +01 a. S3'J8.O0 -+.9")?a-O I _. lea t.,,O1
'7.39a(;.oo 3.5_+ot ,oo 8.7367-01 3.3_8"i,o I
I. 2669+ 01 q,.593._*00 I. 9808"+00 5.73_3+'0 I
0. gSU,,,O0 ,+.S I0_+00 3.';'+73-0 ! 2t."7636+0i
I. 3_,gr;*01 *4.3_og Œ x _..8916+00 S. 3a30+.0 l
Table II1-5 Centr..lmoments of all variables. The rows Rre AT,




• preseated £n Table IiI_5. From these data one notices Zhat all
variables have large standar_ deviations; temperature differenceO
is negativily skewed whereas the wave-number variables are posi-
tively SkeWed; and all variables have large kurtosiS. Note that
the standard deviation is no.__tthe standard deviation of the mean
which would require an additional division by the square-root of
the number of data points, with 484 data points thiS is 22.
Thus, the _ean should be relatively stabl_. Note also that the
wave-number Variables have no_._tbeen divided by 2; thus, the
average zero crossings Z(_)of 7.399.6 yields an average wave
number of 3.6963.
Table ili-6 contains four separate tables showing the
central moments for each of the wave-number variables within a
0 given temperature dlfference class. That is, these, data have
been separated and analyzed with respect to the Observed tempera-
ture gradient. As before the class intervals for temperature
difference, given in the first column refers to AT
,t, 11.5+ k _ _T L 12.5+ k [o_]
The Second column gives the number of data falling into each
'iclasS.O Table Iii-7 Elves the correlation m_trix for the five
variables. The 10 x 10 matrix is ls_.d out as shown below i
il) AT(t  6t)Z(_. t  6t).... AT(t) .
AT(t * 6t)
Z(¢0 t * 6t)
P(_, t  _t) I t!






Z(¢) ,vouoc iTo.cry. +.o,,c, u+uts
l _. ?.8000-00 e._80,1-01 -I. 111_'_*OO 8.3335*(I0
?.3333*00 9.+I/91-01 -7.0710-01 I ._g99.00
_: ,.m+,,oo l.mOe.oo ,.a'mo-ot +.+,as.oo
_l +S. ?. t eJSS*O0 8.0v+35"00 |. t m++..41 +._t SS*O0
S 9S. 7. ?6eq*O0 t •96'J8"00 -8. llg_+S-OI6 ?. 0973,00 8._,8! 3"QOt_ t. 76_+8*00 3•_S'Y_*Ot _. SSSS*O0
7 t_ 7._+k3_*00 t .HM,QO 1.86tl9-01 +.0+9+1*00 18 • 7.85'i11*00 1.9103*00 *1. ?_18-01 e ._+67g*OO
9 IS. 7.6091_*00 t ._QS3<O0 -]. O_O8-Qt 8. S_p'+_*00
tO T. 7.7/_1,00 t .6_8t_*00 -1 .St Oe-O0 v,. 0383.00 'i
t+ o: O.O00O 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
O.OOOO 0.0000 O.dClO0 0.0000 +
t _. l.O000*O| I._+t_+_P.O8 _.0000 8.0t000.80
' el: ,.tm.m t.ms.oo +.++,o-o, t.,oot.oo
3 _+_ t.+_g*Ot +.0 t_J_J*O0 I. l+llO-Oa 3. t :133-00 +
l t ._09*01 E, IS8%*00 I .el'Jr 001 8.0+319-00 iS VJ. t.+_8*dt 8.Q309"00 3.:l_ag-Ol a.8+8+*00
t t3. t.as37-ot 8. a3o,,.oo 8.t+eC-ot 3.aH,**oo +
8 I,_. 1.8730*I)t t .997_*0'0 I ._1395-0t _. 3059-ol1
• t. 33s+S*Ot +._+090.09 _.+SglO-O_ +._t 39*00 &
9 IS. 1•31J87-01 I. _3++*00 "7. S5§O'OI 3._09*0'0
t 0 ?• t. a_gQ*Ot I. :;'/'78"C10 - I. 31'I 8-01 8.38WI*O0
I_ o. o.oooo o.o_oo o.oo_o o.oooo _'o. o.oooo o.oooo o.oooo o.oooo
t _. 9.00_8*00 t .?T_,.O0 -I.I_7*¢0
i ]I_ +" _0_0*00 t. 0330*00 0.0_0_ +.33_*OOt._000-00
_.88_7*00 l.i_Ot.O0 t.39_O-+t 8.1Q19.00 ....
9.38_S,00 +.a30+-+O ?._l_t-O+ 8.9_1+-00
_l_j_ 0.+6_7*00 +.Ogl3.+O -S.+?+l-O+ 8.tS?g*O0 +I 9 0?g8+ a.+--_+6*O0 l O? 3-Ot 3 3_89 0
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II O, 0.0000 O.OOOO 0.0000 0.0000
18 O. 0._0_ O.O000 0.0000 0.0000 i
+
P(_) ,vu_ s,o._. mm,c++ m_,mt+ +
t _. t. to_o*Ql l.O|OO+O0 d.dO_O t.OO_O+O0| 3. i.a61l?eOt _._9_*00 3.8100"0t I.+g99*00
3 _. t._t.81 t.?'ls'8*OO -i.0667-08 _._+at-O0
+ _, I._W+8+QI +.8++7,00 3.+800-01 e.+g_+*O0
S +S. t.330_.01 8.085S-00 +.glg9*ol 8,?ate.oo
tt3, t.36gg.ot 8.o_8e.oo ?.3ta?-o+ +.Is88.oo115. t,+++g,ol 1,9ot_.oo *m,gSgl.O8 _.+Tos*oo
8 +8, 1.3_38*0t I,.9_60"00 +._+.._-Ot 8,a++O+O0
9 18. t.+O00+Ol 3,1669-00 1.3383-0t 8.98+0"00
10 7. t.JOOO*Ot 1.0690.00 0.0000 ).+go9*O0
It O, O,O00O 0.0000 0,0000 O.O000




Table iII-6 C_ntral moments fop given temperature distribution.
These four ta_les refer, reS_ectlvely, to Z (_), p (_), Z (_), and
P (_). The first colUmn is t_e temperature difference class inter-
Vals k and k + 11.5 < _T < k + 12.5°K. The second column is
the n_mber of cases foilowlng into each category.
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where 6t is the lag time. Quadrants I and III give the auto-
and cr_s-correlattons at given times; quandrants II and IV give _
auto- and cross _orrelations at the lagged times. Since 6t=0
for the results in Table Ill-4 al_ quandrants represent identical
5 x 5 matrices.
The results obtained-from this study do not confirm the
simple hypothesis Stated in the beginning of this section. It
_ould have been surprising to have found otherwise as early works
of Bolin and Smagorinsky had demonstrated the relationship of the
semipermanent centers of action to or_graphy and to baro_linic
zones at land-sea boundarieS. Figure III-i shows the cross-corre-
lation of the temperature gradient with the wave-number variables.
None of the correlations exceeds r=0.2. The fieldS with the sea-
sonal mean removed have smaller correlation than those with only !
;he daily mean height removed. This is perhaps an indication
that the oscillation In position of the long waves is less corre- _i
lated with the temperature gradient than the number of waves
:i
The results of the preliminary study_ which showed some
indication that the number of transient wave might have a better i
correlation than the number of long waves was not pursuecL_ The iI)
subsequent results shown in Figure III-l, however, may give a i
further indication of this result. This is seen in the fact that :i
the number of extrema present correlates better with the tempera-
ture gradient than does the number of zero crossings. This is
predicated on the idea that the basic long waves are more likely
to result in pressure height differences leading to zero croSs-
ings than the translent waves. Thls result could be easily
tested by removing the 5-day running means from the data and
performing the analysls once again.
• .. _ _._
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F_¢ure IiI-lc Crods-correla_tons ® P(P) l_]P(:)
FiCure ZII-1 Auto-correll_ion andCross-corr=lacions of wave-number
varinblss WlCh _he _emperaCure gtadien¢ (ordinate) is functions
[_ ) o_ _ime lag (a_sclssa) in days.
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This analysis was oarried out for each lag time. Tables
similar to Tables IlI-4 through Ill-7 have been constructed for
each lag time analyzed. These tables are to be found in Appen-
dix A.
k_ . ....... , . •
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IV. CONCLUSION_ AND RECO_{NENDATIONS
i
In conclusion, the original simple hypothesis thttt wave-
number i$ directly related to tile mertdional temperature gradient
is not supported by the results presented in Section III. There
are several reason_ why such a relationship, at best would be
difficult to establish. First, it is not clear tlmt th_ thermal
Rossby number of geophysical fluid dynamic (6PD) experiments is
directly correlated w_:_h the meridional temperature gradient of
_ the atmosphere, Second, the ground state of the GFD experiments
i_ a _onal baroclintc flitid flow and that of the atmosphere iS
an orograpl_ically perturbed baroclinic flow, Third. beside_
the orographic perturbation present in tl_e ground state, a longi-
=-_ tudin_l temper,_ture gradient at land-sea interface_ serves to
fttrther perturb tl_e atmospl_eric flow. Fourth. it is not cloar
whether or flot a temperature gradient wave structure relfltionsl_lp
in the atmosphere is a hemispheric relatiou_l_ip rather titan a
_._ local relationship.
Many of tile uncertainties in set:ting forth itypotlleso_
r_lating GFD expt, riinent_ arid atmospheric circul,,ttion certainly
•_ arise because of tile complexity of atmo._phOrto circulation.
But oqunlly re._ponsible is tile lack of dat:t from GFD expertntents
_tpproaching atmo_plteric ciruclatioiis. First. the atmo.,_pileri, in
all probablllity cannot be ¢_quntod to a stt, ttdy wave rt_gttne vttctI-
:-, lilting bet_'een two wavo-uumbt;,rs, tt is probably rotated to the
ttnstoady rt_6tintt_s of tilt, GFD expt, rtmt, nt._. This itself" does not
rule out a simple waVe-tnlmber- t.i,ntpt_i':lttlro gradient llypoth(,s|s ..
,'41nee tilt, l|tottn wave-nut|tiber Of the tlli.,_tottdy rt, g|ttlt _ itt:ty vet'y wt, l l
, bo rola(ed to tilt, tlnl_o_od ttmt|_t, rtttttt'o grttdlont. Tilt" tttltllof
knoiv._ of no dttti| wllt¢lt wili either sttPl_Ort or dotty thl._ ,_uppo-
t t ion.
St_eottd tht, rt, lat|olt._hii_ l_otwet,it w:lVO-lttlmbt'r 'tlid|oftti*t,r-
attire i_rtid|Oli[, ha$ boot! establtsht,d tn .,i G_'D o.xp(,i'lmt, nt wiiil
Iml,o.,_od orogral_ht¢ botlnd:try t't_lidltlon_. Thi._ wt_uld ttl_pottr to bt,
.........................  ill4-
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_ _|mplo oxporimonA requiring only t,hat proviou_ oxperiment_ to
be repo_tod with b_rriors tmpo_od ,,It, the Tower boundary, Su¢lt
an oxp_rimont in tho steady throe ws'¢o regime wttit two barriers
would appoar to el'fee intrii_utni_ possibilitieS, To the author'_
knowledge no such data exists.
It ls re_ommoksded that future et't'ort_ in eel:it tag GFD
._ exporiments to the atmosphorf_" _ir_nl:lrton b_ directed toward
more _pe_ifl¢ physical rolatlon_hips. For instance, it t_ not
clear that vacillation in GFD exp_rimeht_ corro_pond_ to _up-
• posed wave-number transttion.q or wave amplification phenomena
in the atmosphere, floweret, a _tudy of the atmospheric phenom-
ena should prove profitable Whether pursued on the ,qynoptic/
analytic or on tht, theoretical level. It is anticipated tl_at
._uch a study on the synoptli.'at/aualyti¢ Level would not be _tobal
in sehle but would be a more detailed throe-dttuetlsLottal _tudy
of the isolated _ector _t'llo.r_, the changes aro found. ReSults
from current GFD studios could then be dir(_el ly compared although
simple feint ionsl_ipg _hould not be ant:icipatod.
h second path _i'ould b¢ to modify the GFD ex|seriment,q
themselves. Thi_ would require the analysi_ of sucll _xpot'iment_s
as the unsteady u'ave rt, gimes attd u'av_, rt,_imes modified by bar-
rior_.
....................... - " - 1978012747-TSC05
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APPENDIX A. DATA ANALYSIS SUMMARY
The analyses presented in this section consists of all
analyses conducted during this study and have been discussed
in Section IIi of _hls report. There are three types of tables
collected in this summary, for each of the time lags analyzed.
In addition, the first table found is the histogram of all data,
repeated from Table III-4.
._ The central for-a given temperature distribution are
those obtained for each wave-number variable, N (), Z (),
N (), Z ( ) dividing the data into discrete sets associated
with given temperature gradients. The first column in these
_i) tables is the temperature gradient class interval k
11.5 + k < AT < 12.5 + k.
The second column gives the number of the data points found in
_ each category. The central moments then refer to those data
found in that particular category.
The central moments of all data are given for each
time lag because the data set is reduced in number with each
increasing value of the time lag. The five rows give the cen-
tral moments for AT, N (_), Z (_), N (_), and Z (_) respectively.
_ The correlation matrices relate the auto-correlations
and croSs-correlations found between the wariables. The matrix
elements may be identified from the organization shown beloW.
,%1(t _ _t} Z(#. t * _t). . .AT{t) . . .
Z(_. t * _t)
P($. t • _t) t It
Z(_. t * _t)
AT(t)
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! APPENDIX B. VACILLATING--CIRCULATIONS
ii_!
_,_ The Basic States
_.1 Simulations relating to large scale atmospheric motions ha_
been performed experlmentally, as opposed to numerically, using
a rotating vessel containing a fluid which is differentially
heated. The tTpical vessel is either an annulus or an open
dishpan, which does not have the central core. These simula-
tions yield both axisymmetrlc and irregular flow regimes which
are illustrated in Figure A-1. A steady wave regime can also
be established in an annulus. Fultz et al (1959) and Lorenz
(1967) seem to imply that thesteady wave regime is limited to
the annulus; but Hide (1970) claims this is erroneous.
The particular flow regime which is established in the
annular fluid depends upon two parameters: the rate of rotation
of the system and the temperature differential maintained
between the outer wall and the inner core. These parameters
_ can be conveniently represented by two nondimensional numbers
which characterize the flow: The TLylor number
4fl2Ar 4Ta
) •
where _ is the rotation rate, Ar is a characteristic lengtht
and v is the viscosity of the fluid; and the thermal Rossby
number
_ RoT = , _,
where g is the acceleration of gravity, d iS the depth of the
fluid, AR is the width of the annular gap, AT is the temperature
{_ differential measured externaily and c iS the coefficient
of volame expansion.
t
_ Using these two par_uneters, the flow regimes can be




/illustrates a result fnom an experiment (Fowlis and Hide, 1965)
to determine the boundaries of eac_ regime. This last figure
should not be considered to be universal for the transition
points between the different _low regimes as these values
also depend on the Prandtl number.
The basic flOW regimes can also be classified as shown
in Figure A-3. In this claSSification, the regular regime iS C
subdivided into regular waves and vacillatlon. Vacillation
is a form of regular flow where certain characteristics of
the flow vary either periodically or quasi-perlodically.
i_ ' And, as shown in Figure_-3, vacillation may take any of three C,
_.! basic forms.
" i Wave Form Vacillation
:_ i Wave form vacillation, or tilted trough vacillation, _:_
was Originally observed by Hide (1953) as a wavering in the
shape of the flow pattern. A complete cycle of this type
of vacillation is shown in Figure A-4 where one sees that the
i troughs tilt first one way and then the other. In this type _<:
of vacillation, one finds a regular change of wave shape and
:i wave progression.
This form of vacillation is observed to take place in
i the transition from the steady wave regime to the irregular <-
flow regime. Lorenz (1963) has hypothesized ttmt this form
of vacillation arises from the instability of the Steady wave
regime to small perturbations in the region of transition;
and, further, he hypothesized that at higher rotation rates
! the vacillating flow iS unstable to Small pertubations giving
I rise to the irregular flow. Pfeffer and Chiang (1967)
from the data of Fultz et al (1959) noted that "the rate of
i conversion of kinetic energ_ between the eddies and the mean
'.-i zonal flow ... undergoes sUbstantial fluctuations on magnitude,
and apparently also in sign, during this (va_illation) cycle."
This led Pfeffer and Chiang to term this phenomenon kinetic
energy vacillation.
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It seems not unreasonable to view the axiSymmetric regime
as a baroClinic fluid which under in_reased rotation becomes
unstable to only the most unstable mode of oscillation. This
should follow from the linear theories of baroclinlc lnstabilit_
Further increases in rotation will lead to the instability of
other modes of oscllla_ion accompanied_by nonlinear interaction
between the waves. Viewed in this manner, wave form vacillation '
iS seen as the first manifestation of this nonlinear inter-
action - taking place between the principle mode and the
: zonal Current.
The principle consequence of wave form vaciliation for
the atmospheric circulation appears to lie in the fact that
- this phenomenon shows the capacity of a fluid motion to
sustain a strictly periodic fluctuation. Thus, this phenomenon
=_ lends some credence to the observations of quasi-periodic
i:i fluctuations in the atmosphere, such as the index cycle.
Wave-Number Vacillation
i
Fuitz has been ascribed to have first noted wave-number
vacillation in a dishpan experiment in the transition region
between two adjacent steady wave regimes (see Pfeffer and
Chiang, 1965). Figure A-$b shows a wave pattern giving
evidence of both wave dispersion and wave drift. According
to Pfeffer and Fowlis (1968), the wave dispersion arises with
the simultaneous presence of adjacent wave numbers between
which nonlinear interations are not immediately evident.
ii_ Figure A-$a illustrates such a simultaneous presence of two
, waves and should be compared with Figure A-Sb.
In an experiment, which differs significantly from those
(._ diScusSed to this point, Snyder and Youtz (1969) produced
wave number t_anSitidns in a periodic manner by sinusoidally
varying the imposed temperature difference across the annulus.
Again, Such transitions occur only near a wave-number £ransitior
_,_ point on the ROT-Ta diagram. Figure A-6 shows various
"steady states" which resulted from this experlmeMt. Snyder
B-3
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i' and Yontz described the transition from a three wave pattern,
A-6a, to two wave patterns as OCcurring in any of three ways:
(1) A-6a disappears entirely giving way to a circular Jet ,,
i-_ whic_ in-turn is transformed by the appearance of the two
:_ lobe pattern A-6b_ (2) one lobe becomes de_ached and drifts
_,_ downstream unt_Lt£ coalesces with the next lobe resulting
_ti in pa_tern A-6c; pattern A-6 may become confused, with the Jet
,,, disappearing entirely, and with pattern 6d or 6e ultimately
_ resulting. The return to the three wave pattern involves
_ similar but not identical sequenc_.s.
The applicability of these results to transitions between
dominant wave numbers in the atmosphere is uncertain. The
asymmetric patterns such as described as wave dispersion are
remeniscent of upper level patterns found in the
_ atmosphere - perhaps indicating the presence of more than One
_ dominant wave number- but more likely related to the asymmetric
liI land-sea distributiOn. Again, the experiment of Synder and
Yontz appears to simulate Some aspects of seasonal changes
in the. atmosphere but the experitnent resulted in the conclusion
that the seasonal cycle was too fast or the temperature
!" gradients too weak tO glve rise tO such wave-number transitions
Amplitude Va¢il!ation
Amplitude vacillation was apparently first described by
_ Pfeffer and Chlang (1967). Figure A-7 shows typical cycles
of this phenomenon. It is noted that the wave pattern can
,_,._ disappear entirely giving way to axisymmetric flow. Thus,
amplitude vacillation is similar to the description of the
index cycle, except that it is a nearly periodic cycle whereas
the index cycle iS not.
Amplitude vacillation occurs near the transition between
axisymmetric and regular flow (Ketchum, 1972). It may be
obtained by increasing the temperature gradient after a steady
wave pattern has beer eStablished or, as seen from Figure A-8,
•
!1
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_:i the rotation rate can be decreased at a constant temperature
:I
_I difference obtaining increasingly stronger amplitude vacillation.
O
!1 It h_s been suggested that "amplitude vacillation takes place
!ii well within the steady wave regime and that it is most
ij pronounced at lower Taylor numbers, higher thermal aossby
numbers, and higher P_andtl numbers" (Pfeffer and Chiang, 1969).
@ Pfeffer et al (1974) have discussed some o_ the synopticfeatures and transport properties of a fluid circulation under-
':_ going amplitude vacillation. Their study pointed out that
ii__ tilted trough and amplitude vacillation not only differ in
that no tilt oL the trough was observed in the latter but also
in the energy cycles responsible for the phenomena. Tilted
trough vacillation appears to result from conversions of eddy
C kinetic energy to zonal kinetic energy (KE_Kz); whereas,
amplitude vacillation depends on conversion between available
potential and kinetic energy, (Az and(AE_KE). Consequently,
amplitude vacillation has been viewed as a more strictly
C< barociinic process.
The physical processes leading to amplitude vacillation
imply a Strictly barocllnlc process. The applled temperature
it gradient produces available Rotential energy which is
_!_) manifest as an interior temperature differential that
increases during the axisymmetric flow regime. AS the internal
temperature gradient increases, the thermal wind grows and
perturbations begin to grow rapidly until the wave regime is
_' established. The internal temperature gradient is significally
reduced by the eddy transport of heat and the wave regime
weakens. At this point the cycle begins anew,
_ Related Atmospheric Studies
The most prominantly mentioned quasi-periodic
flow property observed in the atmosphere is the so-Called
index cycle. In an index cycle the upper air circulation
_. is supposed to oscillate between periods of strong zonal flow
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ranges between 3 to 8 weeks (Wiliett and Sanders, i959).
FigUres A-9 shows a _ecord of the zonal index between November
1936 and May 1938 as given by Namias and Clapp (1951). However,
when Julia_ (1966) subjected such records to statistical an_iysis
he had to conclude that "... if a phenomenon so distinct as to
be named 'the index cycle' has an existence apart from the
Shifts or displacements of the eaSterlies covering a very broad
range of frequency characteristic of 'normal' atmospheric
variability, the coherence statistic, ..., should confirm
that existence. The data do not give evidence for such a
confirmation."
Yeh, Dao and Li (1959) noted a sudden shift in the dominant
planetary wave number from three to four between the winter and
summer Northern Hemispheric circulations and from four to three
in going from gummer to winter. They proposed to explain this
by the weakening of the temperature gradient during the summer
leading to the transition in circulation. This corresponds to
the observed transition found in dishpan experiments; but, as
noted before, Synder and Yontz (1969) conducting an experiment
with a sinusoidal variation of the temperature gradient concluded
that the atmospheric seasonal variation was not great enough
to lead to such a transition in wave number. Also, Yeh, Dao,
and Li concluded that this effect should be more evident in the
Southern Hemi_phere; however, in the Southern Hemisphere Webster
• nd Curtin have concluded from observations of balloons drifting
near the 200 mb level that the dominant wave number undergoes
transition but that wave number three dominates from December
to February and also from June to August, March to May possesses
a strong four Wave pattern and September to November haq a three
or four wave pattern. Consequently, it appears that wave number
transitions a_e probably not simply a response to increased
temperatUre diff_rentials between equator and pole.
¸¸,..,i¸:0
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:i I Webster and Keller (1974).have observed from Southern
• Hemtsphere ball6on data an 18 . 24 d_y variation in the !,:
circulation. One possible explanation considered for this
i v_riation was that the circulation was responding to an ampli-
tude vacillation; however, Webster and Keller (1975) found
C that barotropic processes play too important a role for this
to be the case. Consequ,ently, one has to look to other
i:ii explanations for this quasi-periodic variation, i
Pfeffer and Chtang (1967) have cited a study by WinSton and
i: _ Krueger (1961) of a cycle of available potential energy observed
_ between late December 1958 and early January 1959 as an
i: example of amplitude vacillation. Figure A-IO taken fromi:
_'j Winston and Krueger illustrate the Strengthening of the four - -
_: 0 wave pattern between December 26 and January 10, However,
. ii
: _: interestingly, the period fro_ early January 1959 to late
_ January 1959 has been noted by Palmen and Newton (1969) as a
: period of transition from a dominant four wave pattern to
IC
a dominant five wave pattern in a description remeniscent of
t
Synder and Yontz's (1969) description of wave-number transitions
in an annulus.
: © Thus, while one believes that vacillation phenomena,
as observed in geophysical experimentS, should have a counter-
.-I_ part in the atmospheric circulation, no clear example is i_
i: readily available. I_
0 Theoretlc_! Studies Relative to Vacillation
There have been several theoretical studies which are
directly applicable to the phenomenon of vacillation.
, Lorenz (196-", 1963) Using a simple mathematical model Itas
investigated the mechanics of vacillation. He found that
iI the occurrence of vacillation (w_ve-form vacillation) _as
due to the instability of the stead_ Rossby flow. Considering
Pfeffer and Chiang's (1967) description of tills progress as
"kinetic energy vacillation" and its relationship to
' _arotropic processes, this for_ of vacillation may be a
[H IIIII
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• magnifestion of the barotropic instability of Rossby wave
mOtion described by Lorenz (1972) and further discussed by
Hoskin and Hollingsworth (1973). This connection between
vacillation and barotropi¢ Rossby wave instability does not
appear to have been made previously. Figure A-11 from
Lorenz's (1972) paper shows the distortion of the Rossby
wave due to barotropic instability which has some of the
appearance of tilted trough vacillation.
Me_iles (1972) applied Lorenz's simple mathematical
model to the study of amplitude vacillation._ He was able to
obtain solutions which bear a--_remarkable resemb_ence" to
amplitude vacillation, as shown in Figure A-12. However, the
results did not reveal the cause of the vacillation.
Pedlosky (1970, 1971, 1972) in a series of papers has
put forth a theory of finite amplitude baroclinic waves which
has most completely described the occurrence of amplitude
' vacillation. Using a two layer quasi-geOstropic model
similar to that of Phillips (1954), Pedlosky (1970) analytically
Solved the system of model equations under certain simplifylng
• assumptions. When Sufficient dissipation was included in the
mod61, the perturbation wave reached a steady, finite wave
: amplitude; but when no dissipation was included the amplitudes
of the baroclinic wave and of the mean flow were found to
" oscillate. The amplitude oscillation was also found to bei
" ] present for small values of dissipation. Followlng on this
result, Pedlosky (1971) attempted to develop a theory to
.... connect the steady and the oscillating regimes. In so doing
he discovered that if the dissipation is Small enough the
amplitude oscillation may approach a limit cycle and, thus,
be independent ot th_ initial conditions. Pedosky (i972)
i later explored the limit cycles of the unstable barociinic
waves further Smith (i974) noted that the deliberatei "
, neglection of a Side wall boundary condition introduced a
: spurious kinetic energy source which could have been responsible
P: : for the-limit cycle solution; and, hence, he called into 1
question the relevance of Pedosky's study. However, further
O sSudy has convinced Smith (1975) that Pedlosky's results
were indeed correct.
Appllcation to Study
Vacillation has been observed in geoplzysical experiments,
has been noted in numerical circulation models, and has
received the attentioa-of several theoretical studies. However
there appears to be no well documented synoptic cases. The
advantage of geophysical fluid experiments, other than the
obvious abilit_ to unify our concept of fluid responses to
- ror.Rting systems, is to isolate specific processes, such as
baroclinic instability and vacillation, from the complexities
:_= of the irregular flow_ If one assumes the general circulation
to be an irregular flo_ regime, then vacillation may yield
an insight into some of the processes active during the
ampliflcatlo_ and weaRenlng of atmospheric waves or during
_.. wave-number traRsitions in the atmosphere. Possible synoptic
cases of vacillation should, however, be sought and subjected
to study.
On-Y.he theoretical side, it would appear feasible to
C
:_ at least formulate the barotropic Rossby wave instability
problem in terms of the annulus experiment. Then one could
determine the form the resulting unstable waves would take in
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Figure B-2. Flow regime d_pende_ce on Taylor number Ta and
thermal Rossby .er Row: (a) general (Pfeffer
and Chiang, 196_,, b. e_perimentaliy determined
(FowlIs and Hide, 1965) "_
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i Figure _-6. Steady Wave regimes for a sinusoidally
"I Varying temperature gradient experiment
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_ Figure [i-8. The establishnlent of amplitude Vac211ation by




















,_ Figure A-I1. Steady RoSsby waves (a) undergoing barotropic
Instability (b) (Lorenz, 1972)
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._ Figure A-12. CompUter modeled amplitude vacillation
;I (Merilees, 197B). Compare with Figure A-7
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